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The behavior of a weakly almost periodic mapping on a two-dimensional manifold is examined. 
The subset consisting of the union of all minimal sets is discussed and a virtually complete 
description of this set and the actioir of the mapping on it is obtained, 
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weakly (strongly) almost periodic mapping two-manifold minimal set semi-group action 
In this paper we investigati the structure of weakly almost periodic mapping; 
on two-dimensional manifolds. Let X be a compact metric space, rp :X +X a 
continuous map, and C(X) the space of contjnuous complex valued functions on 
X. There is an mduced linear operator T: C(X) + C(X) given by v(x) = f 0 p(x). 
The map p is w~kly alrtoost periodic (w.a.p.) prodded the sequence (T” 1 p1= 
1,2,. l .} l p IS recompact in the weak operator topolagy and sfpongly ahmt periodic 
(s.a.p.j provided the above condition holds in the strong operator topology. rp is 
w.a,p. iff (Tnfl n > 0) has a subsequence onver&rg pointwise to a continuous limit 
fun&ion. The a.a,p, condition is equivalent tq saying that cp has equicontinuous 
iterates ~ n the sup norm top& 
Throughout this paper X denotes acornpa& connected, 2-manifold and Q : x -+ x 
a w.a.g. mapping. A minimal set is a closed subset E of, X which igz @a@~$. under 
q, q(E) SE , and which contains no pmpq closet! invariaut #~~t&_@e::$@on f 
all such minimal sets is denoted M. If x is a $$nt &f M,- &&I’ &) &nnoks the 
minimal set containing x and El(x) deno;ters the corngonent sf J?(g) ~utaiaing x. 
’ The following results were established in [$I, 
1. M is a retract t7f X (hence mmp~et, connecti& p&h &Wux$ed and 
lo~a!!*~e path connected) and the restriction of e, to EM is a strongly almostqeriodic 
homeomorphism. 
h4 is ulso the union of the minimal sets c4f any iterate of Q. 
For the next result; we need to intioduce some ,tern$nolo& l[JP g e c(X) dnd 
7’g = hg for some complex number A of modulus one, then g will be termed a 
unimodular eigenfunction, and r\ is called its eigenvalue, provided it, &es not vanish 
identkally. Such functions play an important technical role in studying minimal sets. 
Theorem 3. (a) Every minimad set is a toFoZogica1 group and the action of rp is 
.‘.tanslation by a group element with dense orbit. 
(b) E(x) is connected if and only if avery nontrivial (# 1) unimudular eigenvalue 
is irrational (not a root of unity). E(x) is totaMy disconnected if and only if every 
unimodular eigenvalue is rational (a root of unity). 
(c) If g is a unimodular eigenfunction on E(x) with eigenvalue A, then g can be 
extended to a function $ defined on a neighborhood U of E(x) and mapping iwto S’ 
with the property that if y and Q(Y) are in U, then &Q(Y)) = A&y). (Thus, # is as 
close to b&g a unimodular eigenfunction ells one can get+ given that its domain U 
is not invariant.) 
1 . (I I Combining (b) and (c), we see that if E(x) iir ‘a non-degenerate 
connected minimal set, then in a sufkientiy amail, neighborhood ofE(.K), no minimal 
isconnected. This, together with Theorem 4 below, impks that in a 
manifold, minimal sets near E(x) are finite unions r>f cqies bf S1. 
(2) Although it was not pointed out or needed in [8), there is a sitiple connection 
In a manifold, a minimal set of codimensiofi 1 or 2 is a finite 14r11ion 
of to&L ?%us if the manifaki X has dimension 2, “a 2-dimensional minimal set (1s all 
of X = Si x S' and a l-dimerrsional minimal set is a finite tsnian of copies of S'. 
’ In thi& section ‘we present a list of examples of w.a.p. actions on 2-manifolds 
with “prescribed A4(u.aion of all minimal sets). 
Several. examples are easily constructed by starting with an open annulus A 
embedded in %We talc6 (A, #) to be a ‘rigid’ rotation, possibly folIowed by a 
reflection thr6ugh a central circle. The full set A4 is obtained by closing A in X; 
thus A4 is a closed annulus, a disc, a It-sphere, a 2-torus, a projective 2-space, a
Klein bottle, or a Moebius band. The action cn IW is obtained by extending (A, 4) 
in the natural way. 
For the sake of completeness, we present hese possibilities in more detail. For 
each example of (A& 4) it is not hard to extend 4 to a w.a.p. map of all of X so 
that 44 will be the union of minimal sets. In what follows, A will be a complex 
number of modulus 1 which is not a root of unity. 
Example I. M=[-1,11x$‘. 
(a) W, 0) = (t, W. 
(b) W, 6) = f-t, A@). 
Each minimai set for (a) is a circle with irrational rotation h. One minimal set 
for (b) is a single circle while all others are paizs of circles. If 4 3 of type (b), then 
42 is of type (a). 
Exampie 2. A4 is the annulus of Example 1 with {-1)~s’ identified to a point. 
For q5 we use the map induced by Example l(a) on AK Thus Cp is a rigid irrational 
rotation of the disc AK 
e 3. I’M is the annulus of Example I with each boundary identified to a 
point and 4 is either 
(a) induced by the map of Example l(& or 
(b) induced by the map of Example ‘l(b). 
Thus q5 is a rigid h-rotation of the 2,spher 
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(b) 4 is agiain an irrational rotation on the ?;econd S’; on the fht St is a rotation 
through an nth root of unity followed by refiection in the X-tis. 
Each minimal set in case (a) has n circks; in case (b), two minimal sets are 
circles, while every other minimal set consists of two ckcles. 
le 5. M is the annulus of Example 1 with the antipodaf points of (-1) x S’ 
identified and with (1) x S” identificz;si to a point. Thus 1M = f ‘, projective Z-space. 
Here 4 is the map induced by Exmple l(a). Notice that the identifWtioli map 
projects the annulus [- 1, O] x S1 into a Moebius band with ‘centerline’ the projection 
of { - 1) x S1 . (That is, the projection of this circle goes around the band once, while 
for t > - 1, (t) x ,S’ encircles the band twice. ‘Bras a rigid A-rotation c$ P2 has for 
one minimal set a circle with 2&rotation (and a Moebius band neighborhood) while 
every other minimal set is a circle tith A-rotation (and an annular neighborhood).) 
iM is the annulus of Example 1 with antipodal points of (-1) x S’ 
identified, and J, is induced by Exe&nple l(a). Thus q5 1 m is a rigid ‘A-rotation’ of 
z PAoebius ballid. Again, note that ihe projection of {-I} X S’ is interior to M. 
Example 7, iI t is the annuius of Ex;cmple 1 with the antipodal points of {-- 1) X S ’ 
identified and the antipodal points of (1) xS’ also identified. (a) q5 is induced by 
Example 1 (a), or (b) 4p is induced by Example l(b). Thus M is a Klein tiottle (a 
sphere with two crosscaps) and 4 is a rigid rotation, possibly followed by a reflection. 
Notice that this example cannot be constructed by performing an identification of 
the two boundary components of the annulus in an orientation reversing way for 
then the A-rotation cannot be extended continuously to the circle which results 
from this identification. 
Having completed rhe 
classification theorem of 
list of examples 
this paper. 
in Section 3 we can now state the main 
Since (a) and (c) are false there is et toast one ~odimens~onal minimal set. ]E~P& 
such set is a finite unjon of circles (cq5es of S’). By Remark 1 foIlowi 
3, eveq sufficiently small neighborhood of such a set can contain no r 
total@ disconnected minimal sets. Since M is ck>nnected and (c) fails it 
there is- a 3 -dimensional minimal c;et with a ~~igh~rh~ containin 
number of 1 &dimensional minimal sets. ‘Now X, being campact, can contain at 
a finite number of pairwise disjoint open sets which at’e homeomo 
interior of Moebius bands. Thus we can choose a l-dimensional mini 
each of whose components has an annular neighborhood. 
To begin with we shall assume E(x) has one compo f E(x) has a compcnents: 
n > 1, we st: &II apply the following arguments to t ap $ = rsp”. Let A 
annulat neighborhood of W(x) small enough so that any minimal set meeting it is 
onG dimensional. 
Lemma 6. There is an invariant subset A0 of M nA which is homeomot;phic CO ba 
(nondegenerate) closed annulm Mowover there is a unimodular e;genfunctiun 
g : A+ S1 such that the Pest&ion of g to each El(y) lyiptg in A0 is a ho 
mf. Let g : E(x) -+ S’ be a unimodular eigenfunction with irrational eigenvalue 
A which is also a homeomorphism; in other words, a group character whicil is an 
isomorphism. By Theorem 3(c), g extends to a unimodular eigenfunction, also 
denoted g, which maps a small neighborhood I3c A of E(x) into S1 and also has 
eigenvalue A. 
We assert hat the restriction of g to any simple closed curve El(y) lying in B 
is a homeomorphism. To see this, note first that g I&(y) is an m-fold covering on 
S’ (for some m) because of Remark 2 following Theorem 3 and the irrationality 
of A. Then, using continuity of g on B, one can show that m cannot change. Since 
m = 1 for g /E(x), this shows that g I&(y) is a homeomorphism. 
Replacing I3 by a smaller neighborhood if necessary, we r*lay assume B is 
homeomorphic with an annulus. We now introduce some useful terminology. If
El(y) lies entirely in B, then we refer t3 El(y) as a circle, Note that any two such 
circles must be mncentric, that is, they must bund an annulus in 43. For if some 
El(y) bounded a disk D in B, the map g IEl(.v) cxmk! not be a homeo 
since it at, “omatically extends to a map of 
It remains toshow that every point of Aa lies in &4 or9 e~@&e~~ti~; hat ,Ap6? 
Suppose to the contrary that Ao- f? is nOtellLppty, k:t w be-a 
and let w be a boundary point of W. Then w lies ti c 8nb, b 
easy to see that all of El(w) must lie in the bound#%r~ of Thus W:is a corrneoted 
open set having rthe &de El(w) in its boundary. It foti that. W mmt, iwqxmae 
El(y) from El(t) in B, which contradicts the conneetedness of C Thus, aftep_-a& 
C = A0 and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
IA 7. (4 1 A0 is conjugtiap to Exumpk 1, an inat&& ~&.@i~~ uf A0 fi;rttowed 
perhaps by a reflection thnyugh an interior circle. 
Pmof. Let A$ be the quotient space obtained from A0 by identimag each El(y) 
to a point; thus the projection map tr : Ao+ A& W(Y) = El(y) is continuous, Then 
A: is compact and connected. Furthermore, it has 3nly two non-cut points, for if 
y is interior to Ao, and A1 is a componeh?t of Aa-El(y), then i%(A~)=A1, so 
r(A1) is open in At and thus in As -E;(y), It follows ithat A8 --Et(y) is discon- 
nected, and that E,(y) is a cut-point. Now Whybum’s cut‘ point characterization 
of the closed arc [9, p. 543, implies that A$ is a closed arc. ‘But sinse K = g-‘( 1) ,?A0 
is compact (g given by Lemma 6), and contains exactly one point from each $et of 
thle form El(y) in Ao, it follows that 7r IK is a homeomorphisni and that K is an 
arc. Let y : [- 1, I] + AO be a parametrization f K. Their Aa is homeomorphic to 
[-l,ll~S* by the map h(t, e)~[gIEtly(t))]-1(8). Define h*(t) to be the first 
coordinate of h-‘qh(t, 8). Note that h&) is independent of 8. Then ht is a 
home c*orphism of [- 1, l] which has every point periodic and therefore must be 
the identity or its negative. Now define @(t, 6)= (hl(tj, At?) and note that cp = 
hogoh-‘, 
r0 Theorem S holds under the hypotheses preceding Lemma 6 (namely 
that E(x) has one component). Here the n of Example 4 witt atso be 1. 
oaf. Let A be a maximal open annular neighborhood of E(x) on which the 
action of q2 is a rotation. (The proof that such a neighborhood exists involves 
Zorn’s lemma and the fact that a nested union of ob+n kmtli in a two*manifold 
is an annulus.) The boundary of and can have either one or two components. 
In fact if y is a boundary point of A, then arbitrarily small n~i~hborh~ds 
contain S’ minimal sets. It follows from Theorem 3(c) that every nuntr 
odular eigenvalue (for eigenfunctions on E(y)) is irrational, so by Theorem 3(b), 
If there is only one ponent to the bo 
If there are two mmponents, there are seaieral cases: 
that both ,components are points, then-X = is a 2-sphere 
(ii> ,If one wnent is,a point, and.the oth a circle, then the circle has either 
an annular ok 7MwbirJsf “band neQ&brhood in :In the first clli~b, the maximality 
of A implies that the circle is the boundary of M, and q lA4’ is conjugate to Example 
2. In the second case, the circk is interior to A& so =X is the projective blabs 
and q is conjugate to Example 5. 
(iii) If both components are circles, there are three possibilities: If both have 
arinular neighborhtis, then by maximality of A they form thaz: 
and M is an ~nnulus. q3 1&f is conjugate to Example 1. If ~?~)~~ have 
neighborI&ds, then X = A# is the Klein Bottle and 9 is conjugwte to Example 7 I 
In the remaining case, 1M itself is a Moebius band and q 1 is conjugate to 
Example 6. 
We now prove Theorem 5 in the general case, that E(x) is pt copies of S’. In 
this case 9’ has a minimui set which is just one circle, and it is one of the list of 
possible xamples. Furthermore, the space A#* obtained by identifying each El( y ) 
(w.r.t. (o) to a point (alternatively, by identifying each minimal set of q2n to a 
point) is either a closed are or (in the case of Example 4) a ciacle. The homeomorph- 
ism rg* klduccd on M* lq q has the property that every point is periodic. It follows 
that ii A&@ is a closed arc, then cp* is conjugate to the identity or its negative on 
I-1, 11. (The negative occurs when 40” is Examples 1 (b), 3(b), or 7(b).) This implies 
that it = 1. In the case that M* is a circle, then q* must be conjugate to Z”, 
followed by perhaps a reflection in the x-axis. It follows that q is conjugate to 
Example 4. 
Finally we return to case (a) of Theorem 5. Suppose very minimal set is totally 
okconnected (this includes rest points) and that M has non-empty interior MO. 
W’e first apply an argument of Whyburn [9, p. 1911 that a light (totally disconnected 
fibers) open map on an open 2-manifold, MO, is locally finite to one. Next by a 
theorem of Montgomery [7] a pointwise periodic homeomorphism ona 2-manifold 
is periodic. Thus, for some k, qk is the identity on MO. This finishers the proof of 
Theorem 5. 
NOW, we give an example to show that (c) can occur: Let f : [O, l]+ [0, l] be the 
ich is q on the first coordirlate and iln 
irrational rotation on the second. This is a w.a.p, trans 
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